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Stress balance above subduction: application to the Andes
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Abstract

The frequent changes in tectonic and morphological evolutions of active plate margins suggest that similar processes drive

apparently antagonistic tectonics. We address the problem by a thin viscous sheet approach where the governing stresses are

restricted to interplate traction, buoyancy and viscous stresses. Various cases are explored, from compression to extension,

leading to dismiss corner-flow-driven models and to favor interplate traction-driven models. From the topography of the Andes,

we determine the magnitude and profiles of the current stresses beneath the Andes at various locations. The total transmitted

force is about 9� 1012 N m� 1. Shear stresses at the boundaries of the deforming lithosphere range between 25 and 110 MPa

and almost balance the buoyancy stresses due to crustal thickening, the remaining difference being the viscous stresses. The

deviatoric stress is less than 10 MPa and the effective viscosity of the Andean lithosphere is as low as f 3� 1021 Pa s.

Maximum compression is located in the Eastern side of the Andes, matching the geological observations, but we find that the

current stress regime is insufficient to explain the present-day elevation. This suggests that interplate traction was slightly

stronger in the past when the Neogene plate convergence was faster, and this decrease in interplate traction implies that high and

steep parts of the Andes cannot be sustained anymore. The shape of the Altiplano can be explained by a weak lateral variation

of the viscosity, which allows the high plateau to be constructed in the characteristic time span of Andean building.
D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction mainly neutral or compressive, but it is fairly
Although the main characteristics of subductions

are similar anywhere, their morphological and tec-

tonic expressions vary from intensely compressive

to extensive through intermediate settings, so that

the intraplate stress field has been intensively dis-

cussed and remains the focus of many studies (e.g.

[1]). Within cratons, the intraplate stress field is
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common to see combined extensional and compres-

sional settings in convergent systems. The Aegean

sea and the Tonga trench display extensional pat-

terns, the Japan sea and Italy show coeval exten-

sional and compressional features, while the Andes

undergo compression with some areas of neutral/

extensional regimes. The tectonic regime also varies

through time: for instance the Basin and Range

evolved from the Laramide compression to the

present-day extension [2]. These changes of tectonic

regimes suggest that the physical processes govern-

ing deformation differ only slightly from one geo-

dynamic setting to another.
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Topography is the consequence of stresses applied

to tectonic plates and of their evolution through time.

All stresses in Earth are the consequences of lateral

variations in the internal density. Plate-driving stresses

are mostly resisted by basal shear on the astheno-

sphere. The role of crustal or lithospheric density

variations has been emphasized by many authors

[3–11]. Using the thin viscous sheet approximation,

Wdowinski et al. [12] concluded that the Andean

topography is the consequence of a basal shear

induced by corner-flow circulation while the internal

sources of stresses due to crustal thickening were

neglected. We propose herein an alternative mecha-

nism for mountain building where forces acting on the

plate boundaries are balanced by internal stresses

arising from crustal thickness variations. We first

address the problem using theoretical cases to deci-

pher which forces can be responsible for various

geodynamic settings. We then use the observed to-

pography to quantify the stresses acting on the

Andean margin, and evaluate the results by consider-

ing a time-dependent model.
2. The model

2.1. Thin viscous sheet approximation

The derivation of the thin viscous sheet model for

the lithosphere has been discussed in detail in

various papers dealing with continental deformation

(e.g. [4,13]) and we only briefly discuss the assump-

tions. The thin sheet model is based on the vertical

integration of the Navier–Stokes equations coupled

with mass conservation. The lithosphere is stiff

enough with respect to the underlying mantle that

the vertical variations of the horizontal velocity can

be neglected. The lithosphere is also thin enough

with respect to the scale of the deformations under

consideration that the horizontal gradients of the

stresses are negligible with respect to the vertical

gradients [14].

In the lithosphere we define rij, sij and P to be the

total stress tensor, the deviatoric stress tensor and the

pressure, respectively (i or j stand for x or y as we only

derive a two-dimensional model),

rij ¼ sij � Pdij: ð1Þ
We assume that the lithosphere behaves like an

incompressible viscous fluid with

sij ¼ g
Bui

Bxj
þ Buj

Bxi

� �
; ð2Þ

where the average effective viscosity of the litho-

sphere g can be constant, laterally variable or even

some non-linear function of the stress tensor. ui
either represents the horizontal velocity or the verti-

cal velocity.

Assuming that the bottom of the lithosphere is

subjected to a shear stress R (we choose R =� rxz

(z = 0) so that R>0 on the left margin of the plate

induces compression) while the upper surface is stress

free. Within the thin sheet approximation, integrating

the vertical force balance equation, the vertical equi-

librium becomes

1

2

ðz� L� hÞ2

Lþ h

BR
Bx

þ rzzðzÞ ¼
Z z

Lþh

qg dz; ð3Þ

where q is the density, g the gravitational accelera-

tion and z the depth measured from the bottom of

lithosphere of thickness L. The upper surface topog-

raphy is at the position L + h (zV L + h). In the

following, we set L to 100 km, assuming that the

lithospheric mantle diffuses thermally faster than its

vertical growth (Fig. 1).

In the usual thin plate approximation, basal trac-

tions are assumed not to be significant. When

accounted for, the first term on the left of Eq. (3)

is often neglected as the horizontal stress variations

are assumed to be with much longer wavelengths

than the lithospheric thickness, but this approxima-

tion would not be very good for steep mountain belts

such as the Andes, where there must be significant

tractions.

We integrate vertically the equation expressing the

horizontal equilibrium over the lithosphere thickness.

One gets

B

Bx

Z Lþh

0

rxxdzþ R ¼ 0: ð4Þ



Fig. 1. Sketch model of the subduction zone. See text for legends.
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The horizontal total stress rxx can now be

replaced by the sum of the deviatoric and vertical

total stresses; rxx = sxx� szz+ rzz. Using Eqs. (2) and

(3), we obtain

4L
B

Bx
ḡ
Bū

Bx
þ R ¼ � B

Bx

Z Lþh

0

dz

Z z

Lþh

qg dzV

� 1

6

B
2R
Bx2

L2 ð5Þ

which describes the horizontal equilibrium (leaving

out in the R derivatives the terms of lower impor-

tance, in h2 and hL), averaged over the thickness of

the lithosphere. Wdowinski et al. [12] implicitly neg-

lected the second order term (L2/6) (B2R/Bx2). The
influence of the density variations only arises from

crustal thickness variations and density variations

between the lithospheric mantle and asthenosphere

are neglected. We can therefore define an isostatic

crustal thickness S= hqm/(qm� qc), where qm and qc

are the mantle and crust densities, respectively. h is

defined with respect to a crust of null thickness (i.e.

h = 0 when S = 0, and a continent with a typical

crustal thickness S0 = 35 km corresponds to a topog-

raphy of 4375 m). For simplicity, we omit the

averaging symbol (overline) for vertically averaged

quantities (ū and ḡ in Eq. (5)) in the following. After

some algebra Eq. (5) gives the following horizontal

stress balance equation

4L
B

Bx
g
Bu

Bx
¼ qcg

2
1� qc

qm

� �
BS2

Bx
� R � 1

6

B
2R
Bx2

L2:

ð6Þ

It couples the basal shear R, the deviatoric stress

T=� 4gBu/Bx (T>0 corresponds to compression), and

the buoyancy forces related to S2. The fact that S2 (or
Sh) rather than S controls the deformation is some-

times called the density moment rule [15].

A non-dimensionalization of Eq. (6) can be per-

formed (e.g. using the length scale L and reference

velocity and viscosity, u0 and g0) which leads to the

introduction of the Argand number Ar [16], which

writes accordingly to [4]

Ar ¼ qcgL
2

2g0u0
1� qc

qm

� �
: ð7Þ

Ar indicates the capability of the lithosphere under-

going buoyancy forces to deform. However, non-

dimensional quantities do not simplify the following

discussions and we keep dimensional values.

Additionally, for incompressible fluids, the time-

dependence of the crustal thickness S is given by:

BS

Bt
þ S

Bu

Bx
þ u

BS

Bx
¼ 0: ð8Þ

By multiplying Eq. (8) by 2S, one obtains the

transport equation of the density moment [17],

BS2

Bt
þ 2S2

Bu

Bx
þ u

BS2

Bx
¼ 0: ð9Þ

Eqs. (6) and (9) are the governing equations of the

model (see also [18]).

2.2. General comments

The transport Eq. (9) assumes local mass conser-

vation. This assumption may be flawed in situations

with erosion, sedimentation or magmatic addition.

Mass variations could be taken into account by a

source term in Eq. (8) to account for the net material

addition or removal and by a diffusive term to

represent transport with erosion and sedimentation.
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We do not discuss these processes which affect the

velocities (Eq. (9)) but not the stress balance (Eq. (6)).

We only account for lateral variations of density

due to changes in crustal thickness. In fact, a dense

lithospheric mantle would favor gravitational instabil-

ities. Considering a lithospheric mantle with thickness

L–S has a density qL slightly larger than the astheno-

spheric mantle density qM, the Argand number Ar

(Eq. (7)) should be written

Ar ¼ gL2

2g0u0
qc 1� qc

qm

� �
þ qL 1� qL

qm

� �
ðL� SÞ2

S2

"

þ 2qc 1� qL
qm

� �
ðL� SÞ

S

#
: ð10Þ

Ar now includes the lithospheric mantle and is

positive as long as LV 4S (assuming qc = 2800 kg

m� 3, qm= 3200 kg m� 3 and qL= 3225 kg m� 3).

If L < 4S, the dynamics remains qualitatively similar

to that described herein although the stabilizing role

of internal loads becomes less important. If L>4S,

the lithosphere becomes unstable by Rayleigh–Tay-

lor instability. The long-term stability of continents

suggests that Ar generally remains positive.

The existence of strong crustal variations between

two tectonic units of different crustal thicknesses has

to be associated with a change in deviatoric stresses.

The x-integration of Eq. (6) across a discontinuity

DS2 = S2(0+)� S2(0�) of the crustal density moment

(strictly speaking, the approximations imply that the

crustal density moment change must occur over dis-

tances larger than the lithosphere thickness), implies a

jump in the deviatoric stress DT= T �-T +,

T� � Tþ ¼ qcg

2L
1� qc

qm

� �
ðS2ð0þÞ � S2ð0�ÞÞ;

ð11Þ

(provided that the two units have similar lithospheric

thicknesses L). Indeed, at a passive margin, the

assymetry in crustal thickness is equivalent to an

extensive stress applied at the continent boundary

(f 20 MPa for L= 100 km and a continental crust

thickness S = 35 km). This extensive stress along the

passive margins of South East Asia favors the south-

eastward extrusion along the collision of India with

Asia. The tendency of thick continents to be under
extension may be partially counteracted by their dense

lithospheric roots that reduces the effective Ar.

By the horizontal integration of Eq. (6) between

two tectonic units a and b of same crustal thickness,

one gets

�LðTa � TbÞ ¼
Z b

a

R þ 1

6

B
2R
Bx2

L2dx: ð12Þ

It shows that the change of stress between two

tectonic units of same crustal thickness only depends

on the basal friction. For instance, the stress change

between the two sides of a mountain belt does not

depend on the topography of the belt itself.

The system of Eqs. (6) and (9) can have motionless

solutions (a zero vertically averaged horizontal veloc-

ity u) when the basal shear stress imposed beneath the

lithosphere are exactly resisted by the stresses due to

variations in the crustal structure.

R þ 1

6

B
2R
Bx2

L2 ¼ qcg

2
1� qc

qm

� �
BS2

Bx
: ð13Þ

In this case of steady state, the stresses at the base of

the lithosphere can be deduced from the surface

topography.

The lithosphere of the Earth is not in steady state

and we will in the following discuss several time-

dependent scenarii involving different distributions of

stresses. They include compression/tension T at the

plate boundary, and traction R at its base, either

driving or resisting. At this stage, no attempt is made

to reproduce a given geological setting.

2.3. Theoretical cases: mountain building at plate

margin

We now consider situations where the crust has a

uniform thickness S0 at time t = 0 and where the

viscosity is uniform and constant. A few experiments

introducing a non-linear rheology in our model gave

results that differ from the standard runs less than the

obvious uncertainty due to the inhomogeneous struc-

ture of the lithosphere. To maintain the crust at a

steady state, an initial deviatoric stress T0 has to be

applied T0 = qcg/(2L) (1� qc/qm) S0
2 at x = 0�. The

simplest way to deform the lithosphere is to apply at

the plate margin (x = 0�) a deviatoric stress T0 + yT



�
6 Bx2

; ð17Þ

Fig. 2. Elevation and deviatoric stress induced by a basal traction

R=R0e
� x/DR (toward the hinterland), with R0 = 25 MPa, DR =

100 km, L= 100 km, g= 5� 1021 Pa s, qc = 2800 kg m� 3 and

qm= 3200 kg m� 3. The initial crustal thickness is S0 = 35 km and

the plate length D= 7000 km.
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without any shear beneath the lithosphere, R(x>0) = 0.
According to (11) the deviatoric stress at x = 0+ is

Tþ ¼ dT þ qcg

2L
1� qc

qm

� �
ðS20 � S2ðt; xþÞÞ: ð14Þ

The two deviatoric stresses T+ and dT are identical

at t = 0 but then, T+ decreases with S2(t,x+). The

horizontal plate velocity is set to 0 at a distance D

away from the free border of the plate. Without

bottom shear (R = 0), Eq. (6) implies that the devia-

toric stress is uniform and according to Eq. (8), the

crustal thickness varies in the first time steps as

dS

S
¼ Tþ

4gL
dt: ð15Þ

A normal stress at a plate boundary (e.g. in a

collision situation) does not deform the plate locally

but uniformly. The situation of uniform deformation

is unlike most everyday situations where the dynam-

ics is dominated by inertia and where the application

of a normal stress tends to produce local deformation

(a car hit in the front deforms in the front). Note that

because T + decreases when S increases, the final

height is reached when T + = 0.

A situation where the basal traction R decreases

from the edge toward the hinterland roughly mimics

interplate traction at subduction zones. In the first

time steps, the deviatoric stress increases with the

distance to the trench (again, thickening occurs away

from the trench),

dS

S
¼ R

4gL
dt: ð16Þ

A similar situation is obtained in Fig. 2 where

the shear below the lithosphere exonentially de-

creases as R =R0 exp(� x/DR). The crust has an

initial uniform thickness S0. A topography is gener-

ated (Fig. 2) over the basal shear zone, with a -quasi-

exponentially decreasing slope according to Eq.

(16). Away from the zone undergoing interplate

traction, a high plateau develops with a final eleva-

tion Hf
R x

0
ðR þ L2

6
B
2R
Bx2

Þdx=qcgS0 . The deviatoric

stress (Fig. 2) evolves from compressive to neutral

when the steady state (Eq. (13)) is reached.

To explain a topography near the plate margin, a

basal shear stress toward the trench can be invoked. A
corner-flow has indeed been mentioned for mountain

building at plate margins (e.g. [12]). This situation

corresponds to that depicted in Fig. 3 where we used

the same parameters as in Fig. 2, with an exponentially

increasing traction toward the trench, although traction

for the corner-flow model is often described as pro-

portional to 1/x. A zero velocity at the trench is

required. It implies that a deviatoric stress can build

up at the plate margin, resisting the rising stresses

induced by the growing topography. As previously, the

deviatoric stress decreases during the orogeny (Fig. 3).

In real Earth, the plate motion is resisted by a drag

at the lithosphere/asthenosphere boundary. To simu-

late a subduction zone, we add a resistive stress

proportional to the lithospheric velocity u to the

previously considered driving basal shear stress, so

that R is now replaced by R� ku. The shear

stress� ku could mimic the traction at the base of

the lithosphere of the Couette flow induced by the

lithospheric motion [18]. Eq. (6) becomes accordingly

4L
B

Bx
g
Bu

Bx
¼ qcg

2
1� qc

qm

� �
BS2

Bx
� R þ ku

L2 B
2ðR � kuÞ



Fig. 5. Elevation and deviatoric stress induced by an exponen-

tially decreasing interplate traction below the overriding plate (as

in Fig. 2), resisted by a passive drag at the base of the

lithosphere. Parameters are those of Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Deviatoric stress and elevation induced by a basal traction

R=�R0 exp(� x/DR) (toward the trench) below the overriding

plate. This traction roughly mimics the effect of a corner-flow

circulation. Parameters are those of Fig. 2.
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When R is directed toward the trench (R < 0,

corner-flow, Fig. 4), the simulations are fairly similar

to those of Fig. 3. However, the motion of the plate is

now resisted by a passive drag of the mantle, and a

depression associated with extension is expected hin-

terland. If the shear stress is directed toward the trench

(R>0, interplate traction, Fig. 5), the deviatoric stress
Fig. 4. Elevation and deviatoric stress induced by a corner-flow

driving traction below the overriding plate (as in Fig. 3), resisted by

a passive drag ku at the base of the lithosphere. The resistance k is

3.9� 1016 Pa s m� 1 (i.e. 10 MPa at 0.8 cm/year). Other parameters

are those of Fig. 2.
first increases and then drops when the passive drag

gets higher than the transmitted stress. A relief builds

up at the plate margin and only compression is

expected. A neutral stress is achieved when the steady

state is reached.

When the basal traction is directed away from the

trench, the maximum velocity is produced next to the

trench and decreases toward the hinterland (Fig. 6,

top). The corner-flow model predicts velocities direct-

ed toward the trench, of lower magnitudes (Fig. 6,

bottom). A velocity peak is reached where the resis-

tance gets stronger than the corner-flow shear and

extension is then induced hinterland.
Fig. 6. Horizontal velocities when tectonics is driven by interplate

traction (top) and when tectonics is driven by corner-flow (bottom).

Positive velocities are directed toward the right hand side. The

situations are those depicted in Figs. 4 and 5.



Fig. 7. Elevation and deviatoric stress for a collapsing pre-existing

topography. The situation at 30 Ma in Fig. 5 is suddenly submitted

to zero interplate traction (R= 0). Solid lines show the situation just

before and after the shear stress is set to zero. Other parameters

remain as in Fig. 5.
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These theoretical cases highlight the sensitivity

of the predicted topography on different models.

One is the corner-flow model [12], and the other

suggests that interplate traction is responsible for

mountain building. The main difference between

these models is the sense of the basal shear traction

(toward the trench in the first model, toward the

hinterland in the second). The corner flow model

pulls the upper plate toward the trench while

interplate traction pushes the overriding plate to-

ward its hinterland. In [12], there is no interaction

between the lithosphere and the mantle far from

the subduction corner (i.e. they implicitly assume

k = 0) and no extension is then induced hinterland.

In our simulation, on the contrary, a passive drag

implies a bulk extension of the overriding plate

hinterland comparable in magnitude to the bulk

shortening across the orogen. Geodetic measure-

ments over the Andes [19–21] and the Himalayas

[22,23] as well as the global intraplate stress map

[1] indicate a compression rather than extensional

stress regime behind mountain belts associated with

subduction zones, supporting the notion that inter-

plate tractions play a more important role than

counterflow in deformational dynamics in these

areas.

2.4. Theoretical cases: from gravitational collapse to

back-arc opening

Subduction zones can also be associated with

extension rather than with compression when the

stresses at or near the plate margin either decrease

and cannot support furthermore a preexisting topog-

raphy, or become intrinsically extensive. This change

of boundary conditions may be related to the slowing

down of the normal subduction rate (South Tibet [24]

and South Peru [25]), to the stopping of subduction

(Basin and Range [2]) or to back-arc opening (Aegean

sea [26]).

Gravitational collapse can be illustrated by de-

creasing the compressive stresses. In Fig. 7, we

compute the evolution of the topography of Fig. 5

when the interplate traction is suddenly reduced to

zero at time t = 30 Ma. The initial situation depicted

by a solid line in Fig. 7 corresponds to the last

situation (dashed line) of Fig. 5. During the transi-

tion toward a new equilibrium state, the tectonic
stresses become extensive and the mountain range

collapses. The maximum extension is located where

the mountain reaches its highest elevation. The

existence of a deviatoric stress at the plate margin

able to sustain a 35-km-thick crust precludes any

further thinning. A more quantitative illustration of

this process focussed on South Peru will be pre-

sented in the following.

A further evolution toward an oceanic domain can

occur when the deviatoric stress at the plate margin can

no longer sustain the thickness of the continental crust.

In the previous models, only basal traction was as-

sumed. In order to account for slab retreat, an exten-

sional deviatoric stress, T +, can be imposed at the

trench level (Fig. 8). During the first stage, the devia-

toric stress is extensive next to the trench (T + < 0) but

can remain compressive hinterland as in this simula-

tion if LTþ þ
R x

0
ðR þ L2=6B2R=Bx2Þdx > 0 . As the

topography gently increases, stresses gradually be-

come neutral hinterland as a marginal basin widens.

Such scenario may explain the mild extensive situa-

tions at plate margins (e.g. in the Longitudinal Valley

of Chile).

Nevertheless, we neglected significant specificities

that are beyond the scope of this paper, such as local

mass conservation which does not hold anymore due

to magma production in back arcs situations. In an end

member situation, the total amount of extension

correspond to magma production rather than to crustal



Fig. 8. Elevation and deviatoric stress induced by an exponentially

decreasing interplate traction below the overriding plate, resisted by

the drag at the base of the lithosphere as in Fig. 5. In addition, a

� 10 MPa normal deviatoric stress is imposed as a right boundary

condition. Such forcing mimics the effects of trench suction.

Parameters are those of Fig. 5.
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thinning. Still, it would affect the velocities but not the

stress balance.
Table 1

Deduced parameters from the inversion of the Andean topography,

Eqs. (17), (18) and (19)

Peru Altiplano N. Chile S. Chile

R0 (MPa) 108 26 70 27

xR (km) 26 175 55 20

DR (km) 50 80 100 47

u0 (mm/year) 5 7 3.5 2

xu (km) 280 650 280 380

Du (km) 120 100 80 200

g (Pa s) 2.15� 1021 1.66� 1021 4.28� 1021 4.8� 1021

k (Pa s m� 1) 2.2� 1017 5.4� 1016 3.2� 1017 1.0� 1017
3. Application to the Andes

3.1. Fitting the topography

The Andean belt is located over the eastward

subduction of the Nazca plate below South America.

It is characterized by a thick crust up to 70 km below

the Eastern Cordillera of Bolivia that compensates the

topography (e.g. [27,28]).

Let the interplate traction and the deformation

velocity have sigmoidal variations with x, as

R ¼ R0

2
1� tanh

ðx� xRÞ
DR

� �
; ð18Þ

u ¼ u0

2
1� tanh

ðx� xuÞ
Du

� �
: ð19Þ

These profiles allow R and u to decrease from R0

and u0 at the trench to zero hinterland over the lengths

DR and Du. The distance at which the traction and

velocities are halved are xR and xu. Any monotonic

function decreasing from a maximum near the trench

to zero hinterland could have been used but a sigmoi-

dal variation for the velocity field is in agreement with
the velocity profiles inferred from direct measure-

ments (e.g. [29]).

Assuming isostasy, we compute from the observed

topography S the term of Eq. (17) related to the

density moment 1/2qcg(1� qc/qm)BS
2/Bx and deduce

the quantities R0, xR, DR, u0, xu, Du, g and k by a

generalized least square adjustment of Eq. (17) for

various Andean profiles (Table 1).

The viscosity g is considered as uniform. We

choose four topographic profiles perpendicular to

the trench (averaged over 200 km large bands, see

Fig. 9). The case of South Peru where extensive

tectonics is observed will be discussed separately.

The topographies are depicted in Fig. 10 (left col-

umn). The associated 1/2qcg(1� qc/qm)BS
2/Bx func-

tions related to crustal variations are shown in the

right column (thick lines). In each case, these func-

tions are initially positive (along the western flank of

the Andes) then abruptly change sign, become mod-

erately negative and eventually reach zero. The inter-

plate traction term (dashed lines), deduced from the

inversion, closely fits the western segment of positive

BS2/Bx. The resistive term (dotted lines) balances the

negative part of BS2/Bx. The remaining term propor-

tional to B
2u/Bx2 (long dashed) is always very small.

It represents the variations of the deviatoric stresses.

The stress balance of the orogen naturally evolves

toward a cancellation of this term.

3.2. Quantifying the stresses

Interplate traction varies along-strike as both its

amplitude and the width of the traction zone are

directly related to the distance to the trench of the

maximum elevation (Fig. 10). Interplate traction



Fig. 9. Topography of the Andes. Location of the four reference

profiles (across Central Peru (A), North (B), Central (C), and South

(D) Chile).
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ranges between 25 and 110 MPa, consistent with

[30,31]. The shorter wavelength of the Peruvian

Andes requires a stronger traction over a shorter

distance DR than below the Altiplano section. The

total transmitted force from the subducting plate,Rl
0
ðR þ L2

6
B
2R
Bx2

Þ dx is similar for the three mature

profiles A, B and C (f 9� 1012 N m� 1), and only

for D this force is lower (f 2.3� 1012 N m� 1).

The Andean subduction is commonly divided

along-strike into several panels which correspond to

the subduction angle of the Nazca plate. North and

South of the Altiplano high plateau (18jS to 28jS),
the slab segments subduct with a shallow angle (A

and C). At the level of the Altiplano (B) and also

beneath South Chile (D), the slab subducts with a

steep angle. The traction profiles are not correlated to

the present-day inclination of the Benioff–Wadatti

zone at greater depth. Because slab bending changed
through time in the Andes [32], the present-day stress

balance reflects an average of the whole history of

interplate traction.

The deviatoric stresses associated with the present-

day tectonic deformation are given by 4gBu/Bx. For
the four profiles, the deviatoric stresses are less than

10 MPa (see Fig. 11). The maximum compression and

the width of the compressive zone are free parameters

for the inversion. Maximum compression occurs in

the Sub-Andean Zone, in agreement with geological

observations (e.g. [33]).

From the previous inversion we have obtained the

shape of the horizontal velocity and the amplitude of

the deviatoric stresses (Fig. 11). Geodetic GPS

measurements in the Andes confirm a maximum

shortening in the foreland. They indicate a maximum

East–West shortening across the belt of about 4 cm/

year but the secular deformation is less than 1 cm/

year [29,21]. A similar value can be estimated from

geological records. Total Neogene shortening is

assumed to range between 190 and 250 km in the

Central Andes [33,34], which corresponds to 7 to 9

mm/year average deformation for 27 Ma, and prob-

ably 10 mm/year for the last 10 Ma [29].

Combining this velocity information with the

deviatoric stresses, we estimate a viscosity in the

range of 1.5 to 5� 1021 Pa s, only a couple of orders

of magnitude larger than the underlying mantle

(4� 1019 Pa s [35]). It represents an effective rheol-

ogy averaged over the lithosphere, accounting for the

softening of the lithosphere due to crustal faulting,

fracturation and décollement levels. England [36],

based on strain rates in extensional areas, mentioned

that the lithosphere viscosity has to be about 1022 Pa

s, and Wdowinski et al. [12] suggested that it can

even be as low as 1021 Pa s in some places. We

explain the low effective visosity of the Andean

lithosphere by its pre-Andean history. The western

margin of South America underwent several exten-

sional events that thermally and mechanically weak-

ened the lithosphere, particularly between 18jS and

28jS [37–39].

3.3. Time evolution

The previous inversions provide the current stress

balance in the Andes, but may not reflect the past

stress balance responsible for the overall growth of the



Fig. 10. Left column: topographic profiles A, B, C and D corresponding to Fig. 9. Earthquake epicenters underlining Benioff zone of the Nazca

plate are also plotted. Right column: 1/2qcg(1� qc/qm)BS
2/Bx profiles (solid lines). These profiles can be balanced by the sum of an interplate

traction (dashed lines), a resistive basal shear (dotted lines) and an internal deviatoric stress term (long dashed) computed from a generalized

least-squares fit of Eq. (6). The sum of the three last terms (dotted-dashed) give good fits to the observations (solid lines).
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Andes. Indeed, interplate traction profiles may have

changed during the orogeny. We now test whether or

not the present-day boundary conditions are appropri-

ate to reconstruct the present-day situation, starting

with an homogeneous plate and integrating Eqs. (6)

and (9) through time. For each section, we take the

parameters R, xR, DR, k and g deduced from the

previous fits (Table 1). Contrarily to the previous

sections, the velocity profiles are not constrained to

have a priori sigmoidal shapes but are deduced from

time integration.

3.3.1. General models for the Andes

Choosing the present-day traction profiles as con-

stant boundary conditions through time allows the
Andean belt to be reconstructed; however, in order to

reproduce the current topography in the time range of

the Andean orogeny (i.e. f 27 Ma), the present-day

interplate traction profiles are too low and have to be

increased by 7 to 30 MPa (Fig. 12). Profile B, across

the Altiplano presents a tangible misfit as the high

plateau shape cannot be reproduced. In S. Chile (C),

the Longitudinal Valley on the western side is

neglected.

The convergence rate between the Nazca and

South American plates strongly increased since 27

Ma and gradually decreased until present [40,41]. One

can assume that interplate traction during the Andean

orogeny decreased accordingly to the convergence

rate. The fact that our time-dependent simulations



Fig. 11. Predicted deviatoric stresses for the four sections, according

the stress balance shown in Fig. 10. In all cases the largest

compressive stresses at present-day occur in the eastern fold and

thrust belt. The topography is shown in shadings.
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requires larger interplate tractions than at present-day

reflects such an evolution.

3.3.2. High plateaus: the Altiplano example

A better fit to the observed topography of the

Altiplano than in Fig. 12 could be obtained by

weakening the rheology of the Andean lithosphere

in order to confine and enhance the deformation of the

Eastern Cordillera. A thermally thinned lithosphere

has indeed been invoked to explain the building of the

Altiplano [42–44]. Moreover, an Early Neogene lith-
Fig. 12. Forward modeling of the four sections. In each case, the

lines show the topographic profile at 10 (dashed) and 27 Ma (solid).

Boundary conditions and viscosities (from 1.5� 1021 to 5� 1021 Pa

s) are deduced from the inversion of the topography (Fig. 10) except

interplate tractions that have been raised by 7 to 30 MPa, accounting

for the decrease in the convergence rate.
ospheric stretching has been active at the level of the

Altiplano [37]. Fig. 13 shows the predicted topogra-

phy after 27 Ma, using a moderate lateral viscosity

increase under the eastern edge of the Cordillera (from

2.1�1021 to 6.3� 1021 Pa s). The variation of the

effective viscosity is also a way to account for the

strong décollement, in the brittle deformation domain,

where the Brazilian craton subducts.

3.3.3. Extension in active mountain belts: the South

Peruvian example

A neutral state of stress has been evidenced by the

coeval normal and inverse tectonic regimes in moun-

tain belts such as the Alps (e.g. [45]), the Andes

[46,47,25], or Tibet [24]. In the Andes, it has been

described between 13jS and 18jS. This segment is

the most oblique to the present-day convergence

direction. Although still controversial, paleomagnetic

data (e.g. [48,49]) indicate that this segment probably

rotated counterclockwise. Although the setting is

obviously 3D this situation can be simulated assuming

that the segment rotated 30j counterclockwise for the

last 10 Ma and that only the traction component

normal to the belt affects the 2D stress balance. The

traction is then a function of the convergence angle

between the two plates. After being R between 27 and

10 Ma, we reduce the interplate traction by cos h
where h varies from 0 at 10 Ma to 30j at present. Fig.

14a depicts the evolution of interplate traction and of

the associated maximum elevation through time.

Boundary conditions are those given for the Peruvian

segment (panel A, Figs. 9 and 10).

The deviatoric stress at present (after 27 Ma of

orogeny) well matches the observations of extension

in the high Andes and compression in the Sub-Andean
Fig. 13. Forward modeling of the Altiplano area at 27 Ma (bottom)

introducing a lateral variation of viscosity (top). The interplate

traction profile corresponds to that depicted in Fig. 10 panel B.



Fig. 14. Forward modeling for South Peru. Boundary conditions are

the same as in Fig. 10 panel B. (a) Interplate traction (solid line) is

assumed to decrease as the plate rotates at constant rate after 17 Ma

(30j in 10 Ma). Until 25–30 Ma, the maximum elevation (dashed

line) increases. (b) Deviatoric stress through time. The deviatoric

stress becomes extensive where the elevation is maximum but

remains compressive on the edges of the mountain belt. The

present-day situation should correspond to 27 Ma, where the

deviatoric stress cancels on the western side of the belt.
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Zone (Fig. 14b). Of course, in our 2D model the

extension can only be perpendicular to the belt while

the observations indicate a significant along-strike

component. If we assume arbitrarily that the rotation

of the belt will continue in the future, the simulation

predicts a general collapse of the topography. The

tectonic stresses will be extensive everywhere but in

the Brazilian craton where, according to Wdowinski et

al. [12], the prevailing compressive stresses imposed

by the subduction will still be acting.

The slowing down of the Nazca subduction should

have the same impact and tends to shift the tectonic

regime toward extension. It may be the case for the

Quaternary extension in the North Peruvian segment.

So far we have neglected the Longitudinal Valley

in the southern Andes, which becomes a significant

feature in the southernmost section (D). This area

features extensive focal mechanisms associated with

the depression. The decrease in the convergence rate

is likely associated to a decrease in the normal stress

at the plate margin, leading to the onset of a situation

comparable to that depicted Fig. 8.
4. Conclusions

Most tectonics settings and surface morphologies

of plate margins can be understood and reconstructed

using a thin sheet approximation. Interplate traction
and resistive drag at the base of the lithosphere are the

main controls of the tectonic regime at plate margins.

The topography (more likely the crustal thickness

variations) gives a first order feedback on the evolu-

tion of tectonics at plate margins.

Our model considers that topography is entirely

supported by isostasy, and does not account for other

forces like those arising from the elastic flexure of the

downgoing lithosphere. The model also aims at re-

ducing an intrinsically 3D problem to 2D: only

across-strike deformation is considered and is aver-

aged over the lithosphere thickness. A limitation

comes from the assumption of local mass conserva-

tion that neglects erosion, delamination and magma-

tism. Corner-flow as a driving mechanism for Andean

type tectonics can be discarded as it induces an

extensive stress regime on the overriding plate.

The stress balance equation can be used to invert

the topography and predict the present-day magni-

tudes and along-strike profiles of the stresses respon-

sible for mountain building. In the Andes, we find that

interplate traction range between 25 and 110 MPa.

The total transmitted force is about 9� 1012 N m� 1

for the mature parts of the belt, consuming a signif-

icant amount of the plate tectonics driving forces. The

topography of the Andes can be achieved in 25 to 30

Ma with a lithospheric viscosity between 1.5� 1021

and 5� 1021 Pa s, but only if the interplate traction is

increased by 7 to 30 MPa with respect to the present-

day stress balance. It outlines that the current topog-

raphy reflects the history of the transmitted force as

plate convergence was more vigorous in earlier peri-

ods of Andean orogeny.

Particular settings such as extension or high

plateaus can often be reproduced by mild improve-

ments of the model. In South Peru, the N–S extension

can be explained by the increasing obliquity to the

convergence of this segment of the Andes through

time, which reduces the interplate traction. In fact, a

slight change in the boundary conditions has an

immediate impact as the tectonic equilibrium prevails

(as outlined by the viscous stresses, which are almost

one order of magnitude lower than the other

stresses). This explains the frequent extensional tec-

tonic regimes observed in various orogens. We also

show in the case of the Altiplano that a very slight

lateral viscosity variation is required for high

plateaus to develop.
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